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SUMMARY 
This t hesis pre s en ts an investigation 
of t h e ste a dy state perf ormance of s p ace 
vehicles par t i a lly propelled by jets, the 
accelera tion period required to reach the 
steady sta te, t h e use of jets f or t h e as-
sisted take off of fl y i ng b o a ts, and t h e 
general economic aspects of jet p ro pulsion 
a p p lied to a ircraft . 
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Table of Symbols 
primed quantities are in engineering units. unprimed 
quantities in f, p, s units 
sub j quantities refer to the jet 
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sub i quantities refer to the internal combustion engine 
sub i quantities rray also be "indicated quanti ties". 
sub W quantities are "weight reduced" quantities 
sub LD quantities refer to conditions at rraximum lift-
drag ratio 
aspect ratio 
rate of climb 
etc. = conventional aerodynamic ooefficients 
drag, pounds 
induced drag 
parasite drag 
induced drag correction faotor 
lift in pounds 
Mach f s munber 
brake horsepower f. p. s. 
power available from the internal combustion engine 
power available from the jet engine 
power available 
pow'er required 
hypothetical power required 
excess power 
velocity ratio 
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= jet thrust in pounds 
= critical jet thrust 
= service jet thrust 
= pr opeller efficienay ratio 
v air speed f . p. s . 
= design speed 
VM = maximum speed 
= design gross weight pounds 
W .. weight under specified conditions pounds 
= propellant weight in pounds 
b = wing span , feet 
c = "effective jet discharge velocity" in f . p. s. 
ci or Cj = specific fuel or propellant consumption 
e = aerodynamic efficienay 
f = parasite area 
g = acceleration of gravity 
h = altitude at any time 
hc = critical altitude 
lp = parasite leading 
Is = span leading 
It = power leading 
lj = jet loading 
m = mass flow of propellant per second 
q = dynamic pressure 
t = time in seconds 
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.. rising speed 
= sinking speed 
Wy .. hypothetical sinking speed 
c' .. ratio of weight to standard weight 
1 .. propulsive efficiency 
Q .. angle of climb 
.. 3.1416 
Po .. standard atmospheric density . 0.002378 
.. atmospheric density ratio 
A 
s span loading 
.. parasite loading 
.. power loading 
.. jet loading 
.. performance parameter including velocity 
.. performance parameter including velocity 
.. fundamental jet performance parameter 
Chapter I 
I NTRODUCTION 
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Since the co n c ept ion of jet propel led vehicles for 
na vi gat ion of s pace above the earth ' s surf a ce , men have 
cont i nuously labored in e xperimental, mathematical, and 
i maginative investigation of t h is mo de of transport . In 
t he past years the greatest eff orts h ave been be nt toward 
the development of a s uccessful jet eng ine . These fruitful 
e xperiments indicate the early completion of practical 
eng i nes, which are r e liable, suitable for long te rm and 
r epe ated o peration , and util i ze a stab le p ropellan t . 
The applicati on o f a suc ces sful j et engine to a vehicle 
designed for space transportat i on is the next log i cal step . 
Many phantas ies have been dre amt concerning the phenomenal 
performances that will result. Exper i mentat ion with jet 
propelled sounding rockets have been undertaken by severa l 
ind i v i dua ls . Calculations of sp ecific, predefined, jet pro -
pelled fli ghts have been made . It now appears de sirable to 
consider the prob lem of t h e behavior of jet propelled space 
vehicles from a more general poi nt of view, and with practical 
app licat ions in mind . 
This paper i nvest i gates the perfo rmance of jet pro pelled 
space veh i cle s in v a rious practical appl ications ; proposes 
a method of pe r formance analys is; attempts to s how the effect 
of variation of t he diff e rent pa r ame ters on perfo r mance; 
p res ents the so lution of seve r al performance pro b lems and 
d iscusses the p r ac tical and economi c a spects of jet propulsion . 
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Chapter II 
THE JET ENGINE 
The jet engine is a device for supplying thrust as a 
result of t h e combumion of its fuel i n a specially designed 
chamber, and the consequent high velocity discharge of 
these propellant gases through a nozzle . 
The thrust is usually expressed by the formulae : 
(2 . 1) 
where 
T. = t hrust in Ibs. J 
m = mass flow of propellant per second 
c = "effective discharge velocity" in 
feet per second 
From this it is apparent that, for a constant propellant 
consumption, the thrust varies with the discharge velocity . 
That is, an efficient jet eng ine is characterized by a high 
discharge velocity . 
Actually the thrust is not alone a "momentum thrust", 
as i ndicated by (2.1) , but has a contribution from the pre s -
sure drop across the discharge nozzle . This "pressure thrust" 
is small in comparison with the "momentum thrust" . In jet 
engines, it is convenient to consider that all thrust results 
from the exhaust velocity , and to use an "effective II value 
for this velocity to allow for the influence of "pressure 
thrust" . 
For all practical purposes the "mass flow" and "effec -
tive discharge velocity" may be considered constant over any 
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unadjusted operating period, irrespective of variation in 
air density or air speed. The t hrust is independent of 
altitude or speed. The flow and discharge velocity are i nter-
related . With in design limits, they could be controlled by 
t he operator . That is, the thrust of a single engine could 
be controlled by the operator, but the exercise of such 
control would modify the engine efficiency as indicated by 
the change in discharge velocity. 
Figs . 2-1 and 2- 2 illustrate in two diffe rent ways the 
relation of "propellant mass flow" and "exhaust velocity" to 
"jet thrust" . 
For long term operation the wei ght of a jet engine be-
comes negligible compared to the weight of propellant i nvolved . 
I n veh icle design this wei ght is of i mportance primarily for 
its moment contriQution resulting from probable off CG (center 
of g ravity) location . The great weight addition in many 
installations will be the wei ght of pumps and plumbing . Since 
these items are directly effected by design s kill, it is 
impossible to quote accurate fi gures for them. However, it 
may be s a id that the power requirements for t h is auxiliary 
service r ange u pward from 50 HP . 

; . ~ . 
_. ! 
. - I 
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Chapter III 
THE JET ENGINE COMPARED WITH THE INTERNAL COMBUSTION 
ENGINE ITH PROPELLER 
jet 
TheA engine is compared with the internal combustion 
eng ine--propeller combination as a mot or for space veh icles 
from t h e following considerations: 
A. Power output available 
B. Specific fuel consumption 
C. Operation at altitude 
D. The launch ing criterion 
A. Power Output Available 
The power available from an internal combustion engine --
propeller combination is shown as a function of vehicle 
velocity in Fig . 3- 1 . The engine brake horsepower is modified 
by the propellor's efficiency. The power available decreases 
from a probable maximum of 0 . 83 BHP at the design vehicle 
speed, as the speed is varied in either direction from this 
design value. At high vehicle speeds, the power available 
may be reduced tremendously by propeller tip losses . 
The power available at a given altitude from the internal 
combustion engines is 
Pi = ~ x P - Tip Losses 
where ~ = propulsive efficiency at low speeds where tip losses are ne gligible . 
P = brake power 
Pi = power available from internal combustion engine 
p 
p 
v 
p 
v 
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Since the thrust is constant, the power available from 
the jet engine is only a function of veh icle velocity . 
where Pj = power a vailable from jet moto r 
V = veh icle velocity in f . p . s. 
T j = jet thrust in pounds 
(3 . 1) 
Fig . 3 - 2 depicts this fact . It can be seen, that when p lotted 
against veh icle velocity , jet powe r available is represented 
by a straight lin e emanat ing from the origin , making an angle 
with the velocity axis whose tangent equals the jet t hrust . 
I n Fig . 3 - 3 Pi and Pj are plott e d to gether . Here it 
may be seen that from po int of power output, the jet is at 
a d isadvantage in the low s peed ranges; becomes equal to the 
internal combustion engine abo ve the des i gn s peed ; is superior 
to the internal combust ion eng ine as speeds further increase ; 
and at the very high s peeds supplies l a r ge p o we rs, whil e 
the i nt erna l combustion eng ine supp lies ne g lig ible power as 
a resul t o f sh ock wave losses at the propeller . 
B. Specific Fuel Consumption 
In the internal combustion motor the specific fuel con-
sumption based on brake horse power is inde pendent o f velocity; 
amounts to about 0 . 5 lb . per BHP per hour . At the des i g n 
speed the specific fuel consumption based on propulsive power 
availab le is about 0 . 6 l b . per h orsepower available per h our . 
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At z ero s p ee d the specific fuel consumpt ion is infi~ite ; 
dro pping r ap i d l y to a minimuJ:l of 0 . 6 at desi gn speed , and 
t h e n increasing slowl y to inf i n ity at t he speed at wh ich 
t he entire eng ine ou t put is absorbed by the s hock wave, i . e . , 
about the s peed of sound . 
In the case of the j et motor the fuel consumpt i on is 
dependent upon t he t hrust; whe reas the jet power ava i lable 
is a function o f velocity . Thus the specific fuel consump -
tion of a jet is i nf inite at zero velocit y and d ecreases 
continuously with i n creasing speed. 
The s pecific fuel cons1.l..'llption of tr_e jet may b e deter-
mine d by writ i ng t h e e quat i on for jet power . 
wher e 
P j :: '1' . V - J 
p. :: m c V J 
'fip 
m = 
gt 
'ifp / t g 
= 
p, c V 
J 
4 3 . 5 
Cj :: 
cV' 
m = mass flow of p ropel ant per second 
'::p = we i e;r_t of propel la~t i n pounds 
t :: time in seconds 
c = jet velocity i n f . p . s . 
c· :: jet s pecific fuel consumpt io n in pounds per 
J ho rse povrer per h our 
ci = eng ine specific fuel cons umpt ion in pounds 
per horsepower a vailab le per h our 
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This expression is plotted in Fig . 3 - 4 for various 
values of jet velocity. 
>c 
Fig . 3 - 5" indicates the jet veloci t ies v/hich may be 
expected for dif f erent thermal efficienc ies in the case of 
gasol ine --o xygen propellant . It can be seen that 12, 000 f. 
p . s . corresponds to 100 per cent efficiency . Values between 
6,000 and 8 ,000 f . p . s., at the knee of t he curve, correspond 
t o t h ermal eff iciencies which can rationally be expected 
from a heat eng ine. 
Fig . 3 - 4 also includes a specific fuel consumption curve, 
based on power available, for a t yp ica l internal combus tion 
eng i n e propeller combination . The dashed lin e represents 
the condition if sh ock waves had not affected propeller ef -
fi ciency . It is interesting t o note , t hat under t h is i deal 
condition , the specific fuel consump tions of jet and internal 
combus t ion power plants are equa l at vehicle speeds of about 
6,000 mi les per hour . 
In the actual case, it is only near the s p eed of sound 
that an intersec t ion oc curs between the two specific f u el 
consumption curves, and t his happens at a large value of the 
ordinat e . The behavior of the internal combustion engine 
curve at Mach's numbers g reater t h an one is unknown, but 
there is reason to believe t ha t it aga in drops to finite 
values in the superson ic reg ion , but ha s a much g reater mini -
mum than exhibited i n t he subsonic range . The dashed line 
Malina, Dr. Frank-- IICharacteristics of the Rocket Mo t or ll , 
Journa l of the Franklin Institute, Vol . 230 , p. 441 . 
/00 
~Fj>f-9Dqflk (JF 7":t£RMIU .. l,.'&"/CIENCY 
WI 7"1( 
Ex J-I r! s~ r VE.£..OC.I r r 
1040 
I 
.c ( f.f.s. ) 
3 -6' 
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i ndicates the possible behavior of the specific fuel consump-
tion curve above the speed of sound . 
From the point o f economy in fuel consump tion ; the jet 
eng ine is at a great disadvantage in t he subsonic reg ion s, 
ha s a rapi d l y increasing advantage over the internal combus-
tion engine with increas ing supersonic speeds . In the case 
o f a slight invasion of t he sonic region , t he jet fuel con-
sumption quickly becomes e quiva lent to the internal combustion 
eng ine because of the decay of propeller ef f iciency . Indeed 
t he jet , a lone, is c apable o f supplying power to the vehicle 
for entering t he supersonic re gion . 
C . Operation at Alt itude 
Above the a lti tude to which a n i nternal combustion 
eng ine is supercharge d , its po wer output drops off with in-
creasing altitude . It becomes zero at a pproximateay 56,000 
ft . in t he case o f g eare d superchargers, and somewhat h i gher 
for tur b o superchargers . In addition, the propulsive effi -
ciency decreases with a lti tude above the design altitude 
and further decreases the power available . 
As may be seen from Equation 3 . 3 , jet power a vailable 
is i ndependent of alt itude . 
The jet engine enj o y s a tremendous advanta g e over the 
internal c ombustion eng ine in high altitude applications , 
and is the on l y source of power at ext remely great heights . 
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D. The Launching Criterion 
In the case of aircraft, t h e size of t h e powerplant 
is usual l y dete rmined by minimum thrust requirements for 
take off. Onc e launched , the 9.ircraft pro c eeds at a frac -
tion of rated power; frequently , for long range o peration , 
at less than half rated power . In these instances the 
range is significantly reduced by the excessive powerplant 
we i ght carried to meet the take off requirement . 
The internal combust ion engine propeller combination 
supplies take off thrust at a motor weight cost of about 
600 pounds per t housand pounds of thrust . A j et engine for 
supplying short term take off t h rust could be of the powder 
type, thus avo i ding the heavy auxi liaries of the liquid 
engi ne , and providing t ake off t hrust at a motor weight 
cost of approximately 40 pounds per thousand pounds of thrust . 
The differences in fuel consump tion of the two eng ines is 
of no importance from a we i ght pOint of view, since this 
f u el does not contribute t o the "in flight " gross weight of 
the aircraft . 
The range of long rang e a ircraft Gould be g reatly 
benefited by supplying only sufficient conventional power 
to meet the cruising requirements, and provi d ing the addi-
tional short term demands of take off by jet mo t o rs. 
Chapter IV 
FUNDAMENTAL EQUATION FOR STEADY STATE AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE 
WITH JET AND I NTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES 
As a result of the high specific fuel consumption of 
a jet motor at subsonic speeds , it is i mpossible to uti lize 
it with economy as the primary power source at such speeds. 
However, this does not preclude consideration of the jet 
motor as an auxiliary power source for short periods of 
superperformance . 
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Accordingl y the governing performance equation is developed 
for an aircraft powered with conventional internal combustion 
engine and constant speed propeller plus a jet supp lying con-
stant thrust . Gross weight is considered constant . The nota -
tion follows t hat of Oswald in NACA TR #408 . 
A. Determination of the Performance Equation 
From the sketch of the equilibrium condition, Fig . 4~1I 
forces along the aerodynamic axis and perpendicular to the 
fli ght path can be equated 
L = W cos e 
Tj + Ti = D; + Di + W sin e 
Multiplying 4 . 1 (b) by fli gh t velocity to obtain a 
power equation 
or 
Tj V + Ti V = D; V + Di V + V W sin ~ 
Pj + Pi = V (Dp + Di) + W C 
(4 . 1 ) 
(4 . 21) 
(4 . 22) 
v 
so 
Determination of an expression for total drag 
CL = 
CL = 
CD = 
D = 
f 
L 
q S 
W cos e 
q S 
f W2 cos 2 e 
+ 
S rqS b 2 e 
'1 2 cos 2 e 
fq + 
2 
n q b e 
+ 
C 2 L 
n II? e 
and from 
Substituting (4 . 3) in (4 . 22) , 
(4 . 1a) 
+ 'II C 
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(4 . 3) 
( 4 . 4) 
This may be written, 
whe re 
(4 . 50) 
Pa = total power available 
Pe = e ycess power ; power available for climb 
= hypothetical power required; power required 
to overcome the drag along the flight path 
Rearranging terms and dividing by W 
C = 
dh Pa 
= 2 (4 . 51) 
dt W w 
or 
where wh = 
w = y 
dh 
dt 
rising 
= 'Vfh - Yfy 
speed 
hypothetical sinking 
P r T · V wh = + ~
W W 
2 W cos 2 e 
Wy = + 
Jt Po a V b 2 e 
speed 
f Po a 
2W 
Substituting in ( 4 .52) 
dh 2W cos 2 e 
dt W w 
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(4 . 52) 
(4 . 53) 
V 
f poa V3 
(4 . 6) 
2W 
This is the fundamental performance equation for an 
aircraft propelled by a combination of jet and i nternal com-
bustion eng ines. 
Attention is invited to the "hypothetical s i nking speed", 
wy ' which e quals the "sinking speed, ws ' if the square of 
the cosine of the angle of climb is put equal to 1 . Similar l y 
the "hypothetical power re quired" is different from "the 
powe r required" . The hypoth etical power required is the 
power necessary to overcome the drag along the flight path . 
At low speeds and large angles o f climb Py may b e materially 
smal ler than PR' because of the decrease in induced drag 
corresponding to the difference between 1 and cos 2 e .. 
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B . The Equat io n in Phy sic a l Parameters 
The performance paramete rs are de fined as follOws : 
2 ri 
Span load ing 
Po . n b 2e 
2W 
Parasite load i ng = Ap= 
Po f 
( 4 . 7) 
Thrust loading 
<1 P 
W 
Jet lo ading 
These parameters are s ubs ti tuted in Equa tion 4 . 6 to 
o btain another form of t h e fundamenta l performance equatio n . 
db 1 V 
= + 
dt V (J 
Li kewise it can be se e n t hat 
1 V 
wh = + 
At A j 
A c os 2 e r:fV3 
or 
s 
V a 
= ~ (1 -
V a \ 
+ 
A p 
C
2
) - + V 2 
( 4 . 71) 
(4 . 72) 
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C . The Equation in Engineering Parameters 
The l ambda parameters are d e f ined in the foot-pound-
second units which are unwieldy in engineering use . Cor-
re sponding parame ters utilizing engineering units are defined 
below . 
W 
Span loading ls = 
-
eb 
W 
Paras ite loading :: lp = ,. 
f 
(4 . 8) 
W 
Thrust loading 
-
lt = 
p I 
lj if Jet loading 
- = 
T j 
These parameters a re i ntroduced in Equation 4 . 6 to 
ob tain an othe r form of the fundamental pe rformance equa tion . 
dh It = 550 + 1.47 V' l:.t. 
1. dt 
Li ke wise 
w = 183 Y 
J 
550 1. 47 VI 
(J V I 
+ 
l. 
J 
l s + 0 . 00375 -----
lp 
(4 . 81) 
(4 . 82 ) 
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D. Concluding Remarks on the Performance Equation 
The direct analytical solution of the fundamental 
performance equation for the general case is impossible . 
Exhaustive efforts were made to rearrange or re - express 
the terms of the equation so that they could be combined 
in a parameter which did not include velocity, and which 
would assist in a simple solution . It is believed there 
is no such simple and useful parame ter, similar to 
in t h e conventional Rockefeller analysis, which can b e 
formed from the terms of the equation . 
Several performance analyses were undertaken, and 
their solution accomplished by g raphical means . As a 
r esult of this graphical study , it became apparent that 
s e veral of the performance factors could be analytica l ly 
approximated if a few assumptions were made . 
In the ensuing chapters the method of g raphical per -
formance analys is and the analytic approximations are 
discussed . 
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Chapter V 
GRAPHICAL PERFORMANCE ANALYSI S 
A. Nature of the Power Diagr ams 
In a graph ical performance analysis it is convenient to 
use powe r rather t han force diagr ams . In the anal ysis of 
the performance of conventional a ircraft, t he power required 
to steadily propel the a i rcraf t is plot ted as a func~ion of 
speed . Si mi l arly the power a vailable from the power plant 
is plotted on t h e same coordinates. The speed at which the 
power available and power r equired curves intersect is the 
maximum speed . The speed at which t h ese two curves have their 
max i mum separ at ion is the speed for best climb . The maxi mum 
separation i s the maximum e xcess power Which , if divided by 
the aircraft weight , will y i eld the maxi mum rate of climb. 
A similar anal ys is i s made for the jet- internal combus-
tion engine coreb i nation . However i t i s somewhat s i mpler, 
in this case, to use i ndi cated quant i t i es for the spe~d-power 
coordinates . In this way one power re quired curve suff ices 
for all altitudes . Jet power curves likewise d o not change 
with a ltitude . However, the power available from the internal 
combustion engine i s a function of a ltitude, and a different 
curve has to be plotted for each a ltitude considered . 
Fig . 5 -1 shows a typical indicated power required curve . 
The indicated power available curve is the sum of jet and 
internal combustion powers. 
It is somewhat simpler to plot on the indicated co -
ordinates the function "power required minus jet power" . 
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One curve represents this function for all altitudes for 
any jet thrust considered . The relation of this curve to 
the indicated internal combustion power curves for different 
altitudes is used for performance prediction . Fig . 5 - 2 
depicts this method . 
In the case of the power required curve plotted on 
indicated co ordinates, a straight -line can be dravm from the 
origin tangent to the curve . The tangency occurs at the 
indicated speed for maximum lift to drag ratio . This is 
the speed at which greatest range and endurance can be 
achieved using the jet alone . If the tangent of t he angle 
which this line makes with the abscissa is equal to the jet 
thrust, then the line represents the jet power at all alti-
tudes . Furthermore this tangent line represents the minimum 
jet thrust which wil l just keep the aircraft in flight at 
any altitude with no power contribution from the internal 
combustion engine . This minimum thrust is called the critical 
jet thrust, T jc • An aircraft equipped with a jet motor 
supplying a thrust exceeding this critical value has an un-
limited ceiling. These facts are illustrated in Fig . 5 - 3. 
It is desirable to define a jet thrust which by itself 
results in some finite rate of climb . Accordingly, "service 
jet thrust" is the jet thrust required to produce an indi -
cated rate of climb of 1000 f . p . m. at any altitude, i . e . 
~K ~ --~----- -
v~ 
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climb = 1000/ cr ft. /min . The service jet thrust may b e 
graphically dete rmined in the following manner: 
( 
1 . From the a ircraft weight compute the ind icated 
e xcess power , required to produce an ind icated climb of 
1000 f . p . m. 
P e fc1 = 1000 W 
2 . Add this value to the power required curve, i . e . , 
plot (Pe + mrF ~ 
3 . From the orig in draw a stra i ght line tangent 
to the new curve . 
4 . The tangent of the ang le which thi s new lin e 
makes with the ab sc issa is the service jet thrus t, T js ' 
This construction is i llustrat ed in F i g . 5 - 3 . 
Another form of possible graphical analysis i s illus-
trated in Fig . 5- 4 . The coordinates are i ndicated air 
speed and i~dicated vertical speed, w. In this metho d the 
powe r re qui re d curve is re p l ac e d by a curve representing the 
i ndicated hypothet i cal sinking spee d of the aircraft, wyiCr 
(See Chapter IV) . The i ndicate d r i sing speed, wh 1a is 
t he s um of the ris i ng speeds due to the internal combust ion 
eng ine, wi ;<f; and the jet, WjlCf. It is plotted on t he 
same c oordinates . The intersection of t h e two curves occurs 
at maximum indicated spee d , the g reatest separat ion of the 
curve is the maximum i ndicated rate of climb . A straight 
l ine drawn from the o r i gin represents t he i ndicated j et 
vr;:. 
I 
VIF c 
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rising spe e d, where the tangent of the ang le which the line 
makes with the abscissa equals the reciprocal of the jet 
lo ad ing, l/lj ' 
B . Power Required 
The determination of the indicated power required curve 
is the first step in graphical analysis . The expression 
for the "hypo thet ical power required" is taken from Chapter 
IV . 
2W 2 cos 2 e 
Py = ------------
It Po (J V b2 e 
Multiplying by (J and substituting I for cos2 e 
which in engineering units is 
I 
P ' .J;" = 
y 1
0 
V ' fci" (
0 . 332 
b 2 e 
2) E~ 
+ 6 . 82 flO: ) 
( 5 . 1) 
( 5 . 11) 
(5 . 12) 
When I equals one, Py = Pro In graphing this e xpression 
it is desirable to plot a s olid line for I = 1, and dashed 
lines at the lower speed r anges for arbitrary values of I, 
say 0.9, 0 . 8 and 0.7. The power d iagram constructed for 
the analysis of the "Composite Pursuit" illustra tes this 
method in Fig . 5 - 5 . 
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C. Power Available 
The power avai l ab le is the sum of jet and internal 
combustion eng ine powers 
Pa ra: V1cr T . + r Pla 
J 
Pa l rcr : 0 . 00267 VI lcr T j + '? P lj;' 
(5 . 2) 
( 5 . 2l) 
(5 . 22) 
(5 . 23) 
Because the first term of this expression is linear, 
and independent of a ltitude on the ind ic a ted coordinates, it 
may be convenient to p lot it separately. In the second term 
both ? and pI are functions of the altitude so that t h is 
term is different for e a ch altitude i n vestig ated . 
In Figs . 5- 5 and 5 - 7 the engine power available f or 
seven different a ltitudes h as b een g r aphed, and jet power 
available for t wo ( and four) d if f erent t h rusts has been 
g r aphically added to it . This results in over twent y power 
available curves used in the analysis . 
The jet power curves are simp l y constructed by drawing 
a straight line from the ori gin throug h a point whose coor -
dina te s s at isfy Equation 3 . 1 . For inst ance t h e ordinate of 
this line at 200 mph indica ted velocity is 
P j I 10 : 0 . 534 T j ( 5 . 31) 
Fi 5-5 
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and the thrust of any jet, a point on whose power line has 
coordinates 200 mph indica ted and P j ' fa , is 
(5 . 32) 
The determination of the second term of Equation 5 . 23 
is more difficult . The engine power available depends on 
the superchar g ing and g eneral characteristics of the engine 
and propeller . In t he investigat ions made in this paper, 
eng ines were considered to have geared superchargers . Rated 
BHP was assumed constant from sea level to critica l a l titude, 
and was considered to decrease thereafter in accordance with 
the function (cr - 0 .117) x KfictitiouS horsepower~ where sigma 
0 . 883 
is the atmosphe ric density ratio . 
To simplify the numerous calculat ions, the following 
assumptions were made regarding the p ropeller: 
1 . Chosen for maximum speed, no jet thrust, at 
critical altitude . 
2 . No variation of propulsive efficiency with altitude . 
3 . The reduction of prope ller efficiencies, Tr ' at 
c 
speeds different from the design speed is presumed to conform 
with the function graphed in Fig . 5 - 8 where Rv
c 
is the ratio 
of the indicated velocity involved , to the design indicated 
velocity . 
This figure was determined by c a lculat ing the efficiencies 
for several d iffe rently c hosen propellers in accordance with 
NACA TR594 . The function s hown in the fi gure fitted approxi -
mately all the calculations made . It is b elieved to fairly 
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well represent the variation in propul s ive efficiency with 
indicated speed for the designs considered . 
D. Performance Diagram 
The power diagram used in the graphical an alysis of 
a pursuit aircraft i s shown in Figs . 5- 5 and 5 - 7. Section 
A d escribes the method used to o b tain top speed, climbing 
speed, maximum rate of climb which correspond to t h e 
different power available curves, i . e ., the different alti -
tudes and jet thrusts . At altitudes above 56,000 ft. the 
engine power is zero and the entire power available is 
supplied by the jet . Since the indicated jet power curve 
does no t vary with altitude , the indicated power available 
curve above 56 ,000 ft . is the same a t all increasing alti -
tudes. That is the indicated top speed, the indicated 
speed for best climb , and t h e i ndicated maximum climb rema in 
constant . It is only necessary to apply the density ratio, 
cr, to g et the true value of these quantities at the different 
altitudes. 
The performance diagram is illustrated i n Fig . 5-10 . 
The data compiled from the power d i agrams are used to con-
struct this figure . Aga i nst the altitude ordinate are plotted, 
for the different jet thrusts considered, rate of climb , 
time to climb , best climbing speed, top speed . The ceiling 
is the value of the ordinate whe re it is intersected by the 
rate of climb curve; and also where the speed for best climb 
and top speed intersect . Note that for jet t hrusts above 
the critical value the ceiling is unlimited . The dashed 
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curve l abe led Tjc shows the only speed at which level fli ght 
can be maintained with minimum j et thrust. This is the 
most economic operating condition under jet power . Level 
spee ds less tha n this curve can be maintained only by the 
use of a greater jet thrust , be ~ause of the increase in in-
duced drag . If t h is curve were continued to lower altitudes , 
it would be tangent to the speed envelopes corresponding to 
other jet thrusts at their ceiling . This fact is of assis -
tance in constructing the performance curve . 
The time to climb curves result from the graphical 
evaluation at different altitudes of the integral 
h 1 
t = f dh 
o C 
and is illustrated in Fib ' 5 - 11 . 
The long dashed lines represent respectively speeds 
correspond ing to Mach ' s numbe r 0 . 7 and O. B. The decrease 
in speed with altitude to the tropopause i s corroborated 
by measurements . The parabol ic increase in the stratosphere 
is i ndicated by indirect observations of the molecular tem-
perature . Since shock wave formation results from an 
a pproach to Mach ' s number of one, the useful portion of the 
performance diagram must be to the left of a line representing 
a Mach's number somewhat less than one . The s hape of such 
curves much above sixty thousand feet is unsubstantiated, 
and indeed t he i rr.portance and relation of fv:ach 's number 
t o drag at such low densities and high temperature is 
unknown . 
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The results of the ana l ysis of the P- 40 a irp l ane with 
jet thrusts of 400 and 800 Ibs . are shown in the perfo rmance 
diagram , F i g . 5- 12 . 
E. Effect of the Jet on Pe rformance 
The effect of the jet on the performance of two aircraft 
is illustrated in F i g . 5- 13 . The solid lines refer to the 
P- 40 ; t he dashed lines to a "Composite Pursuit" . The phy-
sical characteristics of t hese airplanes are : 
Gross [eight 
ling Span 
Parasite Area 
BHP 
Critical Alt itude 
P- 40 
6 , 769 l b . 
37 . 3 f t. 
4 . 33 ft~ 
1 , 090 HP 
12,000 ft . 
Composite 
10 , 500 lb . 
40 ft. (assumed) 
4 . 58 f't 2: 
1 ,900 HP 
22 , 000 ft . 
In the fi gure, the ordina te is jet thrust; the abscissa 
is the item of performance consi de red . The curves show 
the effect of jet thrust on top speed, ceiling , time to 
climb , and rate of climb . There i s also a curve associated 
with the same ordinate showing rate of propellant consumption 
for different jet velocit i es . 
SYNOPSIS OF TH EFFECT OF JET THRUST 
Ceiling : 
The response of ceiling to jet thrust is nearly linear, 
but somewhat greater at the increased thrusts . The de gree 
of response is de pendent on the ratio of span loading ( rv/b',2e ) 
to paras ite loading (1i':/f) of the a ircraft . The fact that 

Fia b-13 
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the ceiling becomes unlimited at fairly low values o f jet 
t hrust , known as critical jet thrust , is one of the most 
i nteresting r esults of this investigation . 
Climb : 
The res ponse of climb to jet thrust is approxima tely 
linear a nd indep endent of altitude in the troposphere, 
amounting to about 250 FPM/IOO lbs. In the stratosphere the 
response increases wi th altitude , and at 60,000 ft . amounts 
to about 600 FPM/IOO l bs . 
Likewise the effect of the jet on time to climb is 
greatly increased at h i gh altitudes . 
The effect of the jet at altitude is much g reate r than 
at sea level i n all cases . 
Ma x i mum Speed: 
The maximum speed is i nc reasing ly effected at i ncreased 
altitudes; from 8 mph/IOO l bs . thrust to 30 mph/I OO l bs . 
thrust at t h e tro popause . The response to increasing thrust 
is about linear u p to 800 l b . where it begins to drop off . 
In the two cases studied , the response curves for the criti -
cal altitude and above, very nearly intersect at a point . 
The ordinate of these poin ts i s a thrust equa l to about six-
tenths of the critica l thrust for each case. ryith such a 
t h rust the aircraft would have approximately a constant top 
speed at all altitude s up to 56 , 000 ft ., and an increasing 
maxi mum speed thereafter . 
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F . Discussion 
The preceeding anal ysis presumes that jet power is 
available for periods sufficient to reach the steady state 
conditions which are predi c ted. This i mplies t h e use of 
a long running jet , which must therefore be of the liquid 
type . For s hort term jet operation t h e acceleration period 
discussed in Chap ter VII is of interest . 
The economies are of course not comparab le with those 
of the conventional power p lant . But for certain short 
t erm super - performance requirements, the high rate of pro-
pe llant consumption may be excusable. This is a pro blem in 
aerial tact i cs , the answe r t o whi ch can be based on t he 
performanc e predictions made in this paper . 
p 
Yu, v 
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Chapter VI 
APPROXIUATE ANALYTIC PERFORN:ANCE PREDICTI ON 
A. Critica l Jet Thrust 
The critical jet t h rust corresponds to a jet power 
curve tangent to the power required curve as illustrated 
i n Fig . 6 - 1 . The po i nt of tangency occurs at the $peed 
for maximum lift - drag ratio . The ana l ytic expression for 
critical jet thrust may be obtain ed by writing t he expres -
sion for sinking s p eed (see Chap ter IV). 
As cr V 3 
ViS = + 
~s Ap 
(6 . 11) 
DV 
ViS = l\V 
(6 . 12) 
= + (6 . 13 ) 
D 
L 
D 
d r; = 2 cr V (6 . 14) 
dV 
Equatin5 the d ifferent i a l to zero to determine t h e 
conditi on for maximum lift to drag r atio, 
(6 .15) 
Substituting this value of i ndica ted velocity in 
Equat ion 6 . 13 
E~ F 
'LD 
As 
= ---=--~i + 
(As Ap) 2" 
From which 
It i s apparent from F i g . 6- 1 that 
D'LD = T · J c 
T . = 2W E ~:F . J c 
T . = 1.13 W C:F~ J c 
'.'I E~t T· = 1.13 J c b 
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(6 . 16) 
(6 .17) 
(6 . 18) 
The expression for t h e cri t ica l jet thrust and fo r the 
indicated ve l oci ty for maxi mQm lift - drag rat i o (Equation 
6 . 1 5) are ext r emely useful in constructing a performance 
d i agr am . 
B . Maximum Speed 
Ap proxLmate maxi mum speed analysis can be made by i gnor -
ing the induced drag . Thi s re sult s in neg lig i b l y opt i mistic 
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p r edi ct ions except i n the vic i n i ty dl f the maxi mum ce iling 
where the i ndu c e d drag term i s p r edomi nant . 
Then f o r l evel fl i ght : 
dh 
= 0 e = 0 
dt 
a n d Equat io n 4 . 71 becomes 
Def i n e : 
Then 6 . 22 b e c omes 
3 loll. tJ% -V - -
M A p 
+ V M 
A . 
J 
.L OAt] ;3 
'A p 
A = J'1. . 
J 
3 
~ - 1 
...fl.-
3 
-fL = 1 + \II 
As = 0 
( 6 . 21 ) 
(6 . 22 ) 
(6 . 23 ) 
(6. 24) 
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A. . = CAt2 Al/Ia (6 . 25) 
J A' r:J 11a 
J 
.J1 : = (It 2 l p/cr ) 11a = "' .ll A j (6 . 26) J lj 
l1 j = 7 . n ..tL.3 _ I 
--t'1- (6 . 27) 
From Equat ion 6 . 23a 
(6 . 28 ) 
To determine the maximum velocity, compute A 1 j 
from Equat ion 6 . 26 . Use i t in Equation 6 . 27 to determine 
-lL . This solution has been accomplished graphically in 
Fig . 6 - 2. Use -0-.. in Equation 6 . 28 to determine maximum 
speed . 
The simultaneous solution of these three equations has 
been accomplished in Fi g . 6 - 3 . This graph is entered with 
A I . / J1. J and lp cr It to determine the maximum velocity i n miles 
per hour. 
The approxi mate analytic solut i on for climb will be 
comp leted and supplied as an insert to this report a t an 
early date . 
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Chapter VII 
THE ACCELERATION PERIOD 
The preceeding analysis deal s only with the steady 
state condition . The time required to reach this limiting 
condition from any fli ght condition is of definite importanc e . 
In t he case of "jet on" climb from "jet offll level 
fli ght at or abo ve climbing speed, the maxi mum climo can be 
reached at once. The a ccelerat ion period is ne glig ible . 
This results from t he fact that t h e aircraf t speed does not 
have to be increased . The only acceleration involved is 
angular acceleration "resulting from actuation of the controls 
in assuming the climbing attitude. 
In the case of acceleration to a "jet on" top speed, 
the case is somewhat different . The accelerat ion time is 
considerable and i s expres sed by the i n t egral 
dV 
F = m a 
Pe W dv 
= 
V g dt 
or N 
dt = dv 
Pe g 
where Pe is a function of veloc ity 
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The evaluation of this integral ha s been pe r fo r med 
graphically in the case of the composite pursuit in Fig . 7 - 1 . 
It is convenient to use indicated excess power and indicated 
velocities obtained direct l y from t he power diagram in this 
calculation . From an inspection of Equation 7 . 1 it can be 
seen t h at such a procedure will y ield a time multiplied by 
-{cr , or an "indicated time" . This value must of course b e 
di vided by the la . 
The result s of two such solutions are s hown in Figs . 7 - 2 
and 7 - 3 . Fig . 7 - 2 shows the time to accelerate between dif -
ferent speeds at a great many different jet thrusts for the 
P- 40 at 1 5 , 000 ft . Fig . 7 - 3 s h ows the acceleration time for 
the composite pursuit with diffe rent t h rusts at various al -
titudes. The gener a l result is t h at i t requires about 30 
or 40 sec . to accelerate from conventional top speed to the 
vi c inity of jet top spee d for jet installations that mi ght 
log i cally be conside red . A desirable pilot technique would 
be a short d ive t o assist in reduc ing t h is a c celeration period. 
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Chapter VIII 
AS ISTED TAKE OFF TO INCREASE THE RANGE OF FLYING BOATS 
A. Discussion 
Detailed studies have been made of the assisted launch -
ing of a ircraft on whee ls by the use of jets . The i nvest i ga -
tions have included the launching of land p l anes from 
conventional runways as well as the l aunching of flying boats 
fr om rolling carriages . The results have shown that such 
an applicat ion of jets will y ield a SUbstant ial inc rease in 
gross we i ght that can be l aunched i n a g iven di stance , or 
a small decrease in the l aunching distance for the normal 
gross weight . 
In these studies the launching distance is a vital 
factor , limited by the size of operating f ields , or by the 
leng th of launching track which could be installed . As a 
r e quired 
result the jet thrust~ is very high . The weight of the jet 
motor , accessories, fuel storage, and mounting becomes so 
very large as to log ically require the detachment of the jet 
apparatus from the aircraft after launching . 
The disadvantages of such an application are threefold : 
1 . The prope llant consumption is so very great that 
the cost of this item alone in the assisted launching of a 
medium bomber is of considerable importance . 
2 . The apparatus for assisted take off does not remain 
wi th the a ircraft ; and in the case of operations to advanced 
bases , this fact places an additional load on the log istic 
problem . 
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3 . In the case of flying boats, the carriage and 
track installation is not feasible at advanced bases which 
may be only casually used . The boats are therefore deprived 
of their addit ional gross weight (increased range) at pre -
cis e ly the time i t may be most critically needed . 
It i s proposed that the most advantageous application 
of the jet to the assisted take off problem is the l aunchi ng 
of overloaded f l y i ng boats from the water utili zing powder 
jets bui lt integral with the hull. 
In such an application the length of take off run is 
of secondary i mportance . Accordingly the jet power can b e 
conserved until the acce l eration under engi ne power virtual l y 
ceases . Appl i ed at such a time, the required duration of 
jet operation is reduced . This typ e of installation has the 
tremendous advantage that the aircraft is at a ll times equip-
ped to accomplish an overload take off . No involved car r i age, 
track , acces s ory jet motor , or catapult, need b e made avail -
able . The only requirement for the aircraft to use any suit -
able wate r surface as a base , is t hat there be available a 
fuel cache or service which i ncludes a supply of jet propellant . 
B . Best Jet Thrust for Maximum Overload of PBY 
The increase in aircraft weight resulting fr om the jet 
installation is the motor and mount i ng weights . For powder 
jets t h ese weights can be considered approximately proport ional 
to the weight of the propellant burne d . The actual propel -
l ant weight is of no concern since it is not aboard the 
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aircraft in flight . This section deals with the investiga-
tion of the best jet thrust to use i n order to ke ep the 
installation weight to a minimum . 
The investigat i on is made for PBY aircraft with two 1 200 
BHP eng ines. The thrust and drag data for t h is airplane 
was k i nd ly furnished by the Conso lidate d Aircraft Co . 
A study of the take off resistance curves for this 
a irplane at different gross weight s shows that they can be 
closely approximated by a single resistance curve p lotted 
to weight reduce d coord inates . These we i gh t reduced para-
meters are defined in Fig . 8 - 1 . 
The following more or less arb i tra ry criterion is 
established for the study : 
1 . Take off accelerations less than 0 . 027 gravity 
are unsatisfactory, i . e ., when this value is reached on take 
off, jet thrust is applied and constantly maintained until 
this acceleration can again be supplied by engines alone for 
the remainder of the take off . 
2. ~ind calm. Wind assisting take off of hydroplane s 
has the general effect of a reduction in gross weight . 
The dashed line in Fig . 8 - 1 shows t h e thrust required 
to accomplish this minimum acceleration . 
Since it is understood that 35 , 000 l b . is the maximum 
g ross weight to which a PBY can be loaded without change in 
step position , this is the weight chosen for first considera-
tion. In Fig. 8 - 1 the thrust available line corresponding 
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to 35 , 000 lb . g ross weight crosses the desired thrust line 
i n itially at V' W = 23 . 5 MPH and finally V' W = 68 . 0 MPH. 
Between thes e s peeds the acceleration is assisted by jets. 
Different va lues of constant t hrust were considere d to b e 
applied for this period and the total propellant consumpt ion 
computed for each case . This was done by determining the 
time for acceleration by a gr aphical solut ion of the i nte gr al 
w V2 dVW 
( 8 . 1 ) t = 
and multiply i ng t he t i me by the rate of propella nt consunp-
tion taken from F i g . 2- 2 . A j e t velocity of 8 , 000 f . p . s. 
wa s assumed . 
The p lot of weight of propellant re quired t o accomplish 
t his t ake off vers u s jet thrust use d is shown i n Fig . U~ O K 
It may be se e n that the least thrus t wh ich will s atisfactorily 
accomp lish take off will be the most economica l . Opera tion 
at the minimum of t h e curve is not p r act ical b ecause the 
small excess t h rust corresponding to t h is condi tion provides 
i nsuffic i ent mar g i n for variat i on i n p ilot techni que and 
consequent increa se i n take of f resis tance . 
The mi n i mum s a tisfa ctory t h rust o f 1170 l b . re quires a 
jet o per at ion period of 48 seconds . This is a l ong term fo r 
powder jets , and the prac t i cal so lution of the p roblem l eads 
t o the cons ideration of two sets of jets fired i n se quenc e . 
Furth er consideration of the thrust - resis tance curves of 
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Fig . 8 - 1 shows that after passing the first resistance hump 
there is a period during which the thrust available close ly 
approximates the desired thrust . The first set of jets could 
be designed to carry through the first hump, after which 
acceleration would continue under engine power until negli -
g ible increase in speed was experienced by the pilot . The 
i gnition of the second set of jets would then be accomplished 
for acceleration thru the second hump . By this technique 
the total period of jet operations could be shortened to 
about 33 seconds . Furthermore acceleration through t he first 
hump would only require a thrust of 575 lb . as against 1170 
lb . for the second . This technique would result in a con -
siderable saving in jet weight at the expense of an increase 
in take of f distance . 
In the case of the PBY the second hump is the critical 
one . In fact , at 35,000 pounds gross wei ght, the first hump 
could be crossed with very meagre accelerations on engine 
thrust a lone; with the jet becoming absolute l y essential at 
the second hump . However this type of marginal take off has 
so long been the bane of overload operation that it would seem 
desirable to provide a positive excess acceleration through 
out the run. 
C . Best Jet Thrust for Over load Critical at Second Hump 
At a gross weight of 32,300 lb . the thrust d oe s not drop 
below desirable thrust until the second hump . An analysis 
of this condition shows a minimum satisfactory thrust of 635 
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lb . must be applied between V' w = 52 MPH and V' W = 67 MPH 
which for t h is thrust requires ~+ seconds. The propellant 
consumption for this case was studied at different jet thru sts 
and the results plotted in Fig . U K O ~ Again it is seen that 
the minimum t h rust wh ich will supp ly satisfactory accelera-
tions is the most economical . 
It is i n teresting to consider the weight of p ropellant 
re quired for the jet to accelerate the flying boat between 
two s peeds in the t ake off run, assuming t ha t the internal 
combus t ion eng i n es jus t supp l y a t hru st e qual to the resistance . 
From Newton ' s Law 
Vi 
T j = - a g 
(8 . 2) 
Wp 
T. = c (8 . 3) 
J g t 
Comb ining the two equations 
Wp at W (8 . 4) = 
c 
o r 
W 
Wp = (V 2 - VI) (8 . 5) 
c 
For this hypothetical ca se it c a n be seen t h at t h e 
prope llan t weight is not a function o f the time , jet thrust , 
or acceleration . 
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D. Design Conside ration 
From a general consideration of the pro b lem it would 
seem desirable to have the jet thrust s i mp l y adjustab l e to 
mee t the demands o f var ious effective gross we i ghts , t ha t 
is weights as effected by take of f wind . This is most e a sily 
accomplished by div i ding the jet thrust between se ve ra l small 
jet mo t ors, each ut ilizing a s tanda r d siz e powder cartridge. 
The pi lot could then de termine the number of jets to use on 
e ach hump from his loadi ng condit i on and wind . 
The i gn ition timing of the jet is a matter whi ch can 
even tua lly yie l d add itional economy . After the p ilot has 
actuated the jet thrust , the i ndivi dua l jets need not b e simu l -
taneously i gnited but could b e automat ically timed to i gnit e 
i n succe ssion at appropriate i ntervals . Thus the pe ak thrust 
wo u l d occur at appro x i mately peak resistance . The t h rust 
wou l d taper in either d i rection f rom the peak with a corres-
pondi ng economy i n propellant consumption ( a lso in jet motor 
weight ) . 
The location of the jets is a matter of prime importance 
f or balanc e , u ti l i ty , and structural reasons . Installation 
in the boat step has been suggeste d . Thi s conception find s 
the flying b oat peculiarly adaptable to jet auxil i ary power. 
The step forms a natura l and ample exit f or the jets . This 
underwater r egion is at low pre ssure during take off and 
therefore conducive to proper jet operat ion. Jets installed 
in the step co uld be easily arrang ed so their centerlines 
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passed near the CG , thus c ontribut i n g ne g l i g i b l e moment s t o 
the a i r c raft . Structurally t h e a pp l ication of t h rust at t h e 
s tep i s a l o g i cal th i n g , re quiring t h e tran sfer of t h rus t 
for ce s only very sh ort d i stances t o the r e g ions o f application 
of resist a n ce f orces . 
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Chapter IX 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
A. General Design Problems 
The installation of jet motors in a ircraft is confronted 
with f our problems . They are, structural, balance, jet 
exhaus t location , and considerations of accidents . 
The structura l problem is one which will y ield to normal 
attack . 
The prob lem of balance is best handled by striving not 
to introduce eccentric forces . 1K~KDhen this is i mpossible, 
moment arms shou l d be kept smal l and s hould b e in the p lane 
in which the a ircraft has the greatest mar g in of control . 
Land planes wi th tricycle l anding gear are particularly adapt -
able to a n inte gral jet installation in the after belly . In 
such a location the jet cente r lines may be easi l y i n stalled 
to pa ss near the CG . Detachab le jet motors will undoubtedly 
introduce some ec centric thrust because of their probable 
attachment i n the vicinity of the main landing gear . 
The jet exhaust may b e cons idered to present a fir e 
hazard for a d istance of about five feet thr u a cone whos e 
apex angle is about twenty five degrees . 
The mo st serious acci dent poss i b ility which must be con-
sidered is the failure of an exhaus t p l a te and nozzle . The 
h i gh velocity d ischarge of this mass rearward would result 
i n a serious forward reaction of the jet motor . The use of 
severa l small units, rathe r tha n one l a r ge jet woul d tend 
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to mi nimize this danger , by maki ng it only necessary to con-
side r the r eact i on of a much smaller unit . The use of gui d e 
bolts with heads , whereby the runaway exhaust p late cou ld 
couple some of its energy back into neutralizing the motor 
re a ction , may b e a part i a l s olut ion . 
The d eve lopment of the li qui d motor wi th liquid cooling 
p romis es to supp l y a source of je t thrus t for long term opera-
tion . Thi s will be the mo to r u sed i n supersonic fli ght , and 
may pe r haps find an application i n subsonic s upe r p erfo rmance 
design s. The li qui d motor presents t he i nstallat io n prob lems 
previously described and in add i tion calls for the following 
special services : 
1 . Cooling s y stem 
2 . Suitable propellant storag e 
3 . Propellant pump i ng system 
The f irst two may b e suppl ied by conventional methods . 
The prope llant pump i ng , if hand le d i n a d irec t manner , calls 
for cons i de rab le po we r . A solution has been sugge sted for 
this p r oblem co nsisting of p l ac i n g the propellant storag e 
tanks under the jet combustion chamber pressure . The only 
auxil i ary power then required i s that needed to overcome the 
drop across the inj ect ion orifice . 
B . Recommendatio ns 
The jet p owder motor ha s reached t h e de velopment stage 
where i ts operation in aircraft shOuld be i n vestigated . The 
hand i n hand solution of further problems of the mo t or , and 
problems of installation and operation will most rapidly 
result in its early practical application . 
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The problem o f an efficient, stable, fuel for the liquid 
motor is one calling for considerable investigation . The 
ultimate propellant would be a liqui d under atmospheric pres -
sures and temperatures, and should be chemically stable . It 
s hould contain a mini~um of dormant elements, that is s hould 
consist pr i mari l y of oxygen and uncombined hydrocarbons . The 
nearest approach to this ideal propellant is liqu id oxyg en 
and ga soline . The pressure required to mai~tain the oxygen 
in li qui d sta te i s , of course , the d i squa1ifying factor in 
t h is combination . Other fuel combinations are under consider -
ation whose physical state are adaptable to aircraft storage 
facilities . They a ll suffer t he d isadvantage of containing 
larg e pe r centages of dormant elements, which r a dically reduce 
t he jet velocity . A nQmber of sug~estions have been made , 
i ncluding cellulose solutions, and solutions of ozone and 
an unsaturated hydrocarbon . J\.ost of these sugge stions involve 
combinations which primarily are dangerously unstable . A 
qualif ied investigat ion i n this f ield might y ield the ideal 
liquid prope llant . 
The de velopment of the liquid motor will supply mot ive 
power f or supersonic fl i gh t . A much increa se d supply of in -
formation r egarding aero dynamic phenomenae in this r a ng e is 
sorely needed . In particu l ar , i nvestig ations should be con-
ducted to determine : 
1. Propeller efficiencies and proper desig n at 
supersonic speeds and very low densities . 
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2 . The behavior of a i rfo ils and simple shapes at 
supersonic speeds and very low dens i ties . 
3 . The temperature lapse rate in the higher strato -
sph ere . 
